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The University of Education, Winneba was established in September, 1992 as the University College of Education of Winneba (UCEW) under PNDC Law 322. UCEW brought together seven diploma awarding Colleges located in different towns under one umbrella Institution. These Colleges were the Advanced Teacher Training College, the Specialist Training College and the National Academy of Music, all in Winneba, the School of Ghana Languages in Ajumako, the College of Special Education of Akwapim-Mampong, the Advanced Technical Training College of Kumasi and the St. Andrews Agricultural Training College, Asante-Mampong. On 14th May, 2004, the University of Education Act, Act 672, was enacted to upgrade UCEW to the status of full University, as the University of Education, Winneba (UEW).
UEW has four Campuses: Winneba, Kumasi, Asante-Mampong and Ajumako. The Winneba Campus, which is the main Campus of the University, is spread over three sites (North, Central and South) within the Winneba Municipality. The Central Administration, with the seat of the Vice-Chancellor, is located at Winneba. Academic programmes in Winneba are offered in four Faculties, three Schools and one Institute, namely Faculty of Science Education, Faculty of Social Science Education, Faculty of Foreign Languages Education and Communication, Faculty of Educational Studies, School of Creative Arts, School of Business, School of Graduate Studies, and Institute for Distance and E-Learning (IDEl). The Kumasi Campus is about 320 kilometres from Winneba. It hosts the College of Technology Education with four Faculties. These are Faculty of Business Education, Faculty of Vocational Education, Faculty of Technical Education, and Faculty of Education and Communication Sciences. The Asante-Mampong Campus is situated 51 kilometres north-east of Kumasi, and it hosts the College of Agriculture Education with two Faculties, namely Faculty of Agriculture Education, and the Faculty of Science and Environment Education. The Ajumako Campus, which is 52 kilometres from Winneba, hosts the College of Languages Education, with the Faculty of Ghanaian Languages Education.

The University is a co-educational secular institution. It offers undergraduate and postgraduate programmes in fifty-two Departments under eleven Faculties, three Schools and one Institute.

**Structure**

**Staff & Students**

The total staffing position is currently **1,948**

The student population is over **59,000**
VISION

To be an internationally reputable institution for Teacher Education and Research.

MISSION

To train competent professional teachers for all levels of education as well as conduct research, disseminate knowledge and contribute to educational policy and development.


Undergraduate academic programmes are offered on Full-time, Part-time, Sandwich and Distance basis in many fields.

Full-time degree programmes are offered in

» Biology Education
» Chemistry Education
» Health Administration & Education
» Physical Education
» Sports Coaching
» Home Economics Education
» Information Technology Education
» Integrated Science Education
» Mathematics Education
» Physics Education
» Economics Education
» Geography Education
» History Education
» Political Science Education
» Social Studies Education
» Art Education
» Graphic Design
» Music
» Music Education
» Theatre Arts
» Basic Education
» Community-Based Rehabilitation & Disability Studies
» Early Childhood Education
» Guidance and Counselling
» Special Education
» Accounting
» Accounting Education
» Banking & Finance
» Business Information Systems
» Executive Office Administration
» Human Resource
» Business Management
» Management Education
» Marketing
» Procurement & Supply Chain Management

» Purchasing & Supply
» Secretarial Education
» Automotive Technology Education
» Construction Technology Education
» Electricals/Electronics Technology Education
» Information Technology
» Information & Communication Technology Education
» Mechanical Technology Education
» Wood Technology Education
» Fashion & Textiles Design Education
» Catering & Hospitality Education
» Arabic Education
» Dagaare Education
» Dagbani Education
» Dangme Education
» English Education
» Ewe Education
» Fante Education
» French Education
» Ga Education
» Gonja Education
» Gurune Education
» Kasem Education
» Kusaal Education
» Linguistics Education
» Nzema Education
» Twi Education
» Agriculture Education
» Environmental Health & Sanitation Education

Other programmes available on Full-time are

» Diploma in Community Based Rehabilitation & Disability Studies
» Diploma in Coaching
» Diploma in French
» Diploma in Theatre Arts
» Diploma in Music
» Diploma in Graphic Design
Part-time degree programmes are available in
» Accounting
» Marketing
» Management
» Administration
» Banking & Finance
» Business Information Systems
» Procurement & Supply Chain Management.

Sandwich programmes are available in
» Post-Diploma Guidance and Counselling
» Post-Diploma Basic Education
» Post-Diploma Early Childhood Education
» Post-Diploma in Environmental Health and Sanitation Education
» Diploma in Environmental Health and Sanitation Education
» Diploma in Art Education
» Diploma in Education
» Diploma in Early Childhood Education
» Diploma in French
» Certificate in French
» Certificate in Pre-School Education.

Distance Education degree programmes are offered in
» Basic Education
» Early Childhood Education
» English Language Education
» Mathematics Education
» Social Studies Education
» Business Administration in Accounting Studies
» Business Administration in Human Resource Management

Distance Education Diploma programmes are offered in
» Education
» Basic Education
» Early Childhood Education
» Accounting Studies
» Management Studies.

Technical & Vocational Education Training (TVET) Distance Programmes
These degree programmes in Technical and Vocational Education are also offered in the Distance Education mode:
» Automotive Technology
» Mechanical Technology
» Wood Technology
» Construction Technology
» Electricals or Electronics Technology
» Fashion Design and Textiles
» Catering & Hospitality
DEFINITION OF TERMS

SESSIONS
A session refers to the period of studies. For example, the Full –Time and Part-Time Sessions begin in August and end in December to complete a semester. Sandwich sessions begin in July and end in August to finish a semester.

DIRECT APPLICANTS
Direct Applicants are applicants to be selected on the strength of their Senior High School results. They usually do not write the University’s Entrance Examinations except for programmes whose entry requirements so demand.

MATURE APPLICANTS
Mature Applicants are those required to pass the University’s Entrance Examinations before selection. They are applicants who are 25 years and above and who, although usually have WASSCE/SSSCE/GCE certificate, cannot obtain direct admission because they do not have the required passes. They are admitted based on their performance in the Entrance Examinations.

POST-DIPLOMA APPLICANTS
Post-Diploma Applicants are applicants who have Higher National Diploma or equivalent Tertiary Diploma Certificates. They usually seek admission to pursue degrees in their previous areas or fields of study. Post-Diploma Applicants may go through interviews before selection.

ACADEMIC CALENDAR

The University’s Academic Calendar begins in August and ends in May. The Academic Year is further divided into semesters - semester one and semester two. Semester one begins in August and ends in December. Semester two begins in January and ends in May. Full-Time students attend lectures from 7.30 a.m to 7:30 p.m, and Part-Time lectures start at 3:00p.m and end at 7:30p.m during weekdays. The Saturday lectures for Part-Time Students start at 8:00a.m and end at 12 noon.

PROGRAMME DURATION

Full-time Bachelor’s degree programmes have eight (8) semesters in four (4) years duration. Seven semesters are spent on campus and one (1) semester is spent outside campus in a Student Intenship Programme (SIP). The Post-Diploma Degree programmes usually have four (4) semesters in two (2) years duration. Guidance and Counselling students spend all four (4) semesters on campus.

Regular Diploma programmes usually have four (4) semesters in two years duration. They have no Student Internship Programme (SIP) component.
Part-time degree programmes involve evening lectures. Programme duration for Direct/Mature Applicants is four (4) years. Applicants with Diploma in the relevant field of study offer the Post-Diploma programme in two years.

Sandwich Programmes are organized in sessions when Regular students are on vacation, ie. July to August and December to January. A session of eight (8) weeks is equivalent to one semester. One-Year Programmes involve two July-August sessions, and two year programmes involve both July-August and December-January sessions for the first year and same for the second year.

Distance Education programmes involve bi-weekly weekend tutorials at various Study Centres across the country. Modules are used as well as Video Conferencing via Internet on Tablets provided to students by the University. Degree programmes take four years, Post-Diploma programmes take two/three years, and Diploma programmes take three years. There is also one-year Diploma in Education.
MINIMUM UNIVERSITY ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

These are basic requirements to be satisfied to qualify for entry into the University. They are to be met in addition to other programme-specific requirements.
A. BACHELOR DEGREE PROGRAMMES

WEST AFRICA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION (WASSCE) AND SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION (SSSCE) CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

1. At least six (6) WASSCE credit passes (A1–C6), including three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science (or Social Studies in some cases), as well as three (3) relevant Elective subjects, with a total aggregate of 36 or better.

OR At least six (6) SSSCE credit passes (A–D), including three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science (or Social Studies in some cases), as well as three (3) relevant Elective subjects, with the total aggregate of 24 or better.

2. Applicants must also satisfy Programme-specific requirement(s) for programme(s) chosen. (See entry requirements under various programmes).

ADVANCED BUSINESS CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION (ABCE) CERTIFICATE HOLDERS

Passes in three (3) subjects (at least, one of the passes should be Grade D or better). Also the applicant must have had credit passes in five (5) subjects including English Language, Mathematics, Integrated Science or Social Studies in the General Business Certificate Examination (GBCE).

SCHOOL CERTIFICATE/GCE HOLDERS

GCE ‘A’ Level passes in two (2) relevant subjects (other than General Paper), plus five (5) credits at GCE ‘O’ Level, including English Language and Mathematics.

Note: Applicants with GCE results which are more than five (5) years old should apply as Mature Applicants.

BACCALAUREATE AND OTHER FOREIGN QUALIFICATIONS

Applicants will be considered on recommendation and establishment of equivalence by the National Accreditation Board. Otherwise, such candidates may apply as Mature Applicants.

MATURE APPLICANTS

1. Must be at least 25 years by August 1 of the academic year one wants to enroll.

2. Should have a minimum of WASSCE/SSSCE/GCE Certificate or equivalent. DBS and other Tertiary Certificate holders may also apply as Mature applicants.

3. Must pass the UEW Entrance Examination in Subject Area Test (SAT) and General Aptitude Test (GAT).

Note: Candidates who apply for Special Education would study a second (teaching) programme. They are therefore expected to pass the SAT in their second programme as well.

DIPLOMA HOLDERS

1. Must possess a Teacher’s Diploma, or Higher National Diploma or its equivalent in relevant field of study from a recognized institution. The class obtained must be at least a second class lower division.
or its equivalent), to qualify for placement at Level 200 or 300.

2. May be required to pass an interview.

Note: Successful applicants with Diploma certificates MAY be placed at Level 100, 200 or 300 of the Four-Year degree programme depending on the programme in question and the background of the applicant.

TRADE CERTIFICATE HOLDERS FOR TVET PROGRAMMES

1. One of the following qualifications: Motor Vehicle Technician (MVT) III or Mechanical Engineering Technician (MET) III (for Automotive Technology); Motor Vehicle Technician (MVT) III or Mechanical Engineering Technician III (for Mechanical Technology); Furniture Design and Construction Part III/Advanced Carpentry and Joinery Part III (for Wood Technology); Construction Technician Certificate (CTC) Part III (for Construction Technology); Electrical Engineering Technician (EET) Part III (for Electrical/Electronics Technology); Advanced Fashion Certificate (for Fashion Design and Textiles); Advanced Cookery Certificate 812/2 (for Catering & Hospitality).

2. Must pass UEW Entrance Examination or Interview.

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE HOLDERS FOR BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (BBA) PROGRAMMES

1. Must possess Part 1 or Level 2 of any of the following professional certificates: ICAG, ACCA, CIMA, CIB, CIT, CISA with Credit passes in English Language, Mathematics and Science from WASSCE, SSSCE, GBCE, GCE, RSA II.

B. DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES

TWO-YEAR DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES

1. WASSCE with passes (A1-D7) in three (3) Core subjects: English Language, Mathematics, and Integrated Science/Social Studies, plus Credits (A1-C6) in three (3) relevant elective subjects. OR SSSCE with Credits (A - D) in three (3) Core subjects: English Language, Mathematics, and Integrated Science/Social Studies and three (3) relevant elective subjects.

2. GCE ‘O’ Level with Credits (Grade 6) in five (5) subjects, including English Language, Mathematics and a Science subject.

3. A Distinction or Credit in an accredited Certificate programme

4. Mature Applicants must be at least 25 years, with WASSCE/SSSCE/GCE Certificate, and must pass UEW Entrance Examination.

ONE-YEAR DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION PROGRAMME

1. A Bachelor’s degree, Diploma, or Advanced Handicraft Certificate in a relevant programme from an accredited Tertiary Institution.

People with higher qualifications can apply.

C. CERTIFICATE PROGRAMMES

1. At least Credit in Core English in WASSCE/SSSCE

2. People with higher qualifications can apply.
The following are the programme-specific entry requirements (mostly for Direct Applicants with WASSCE/SSSCE Certificates) that are used for the selection process.
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY EDUCATION

B.SC. BIOLOGY EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Elective Biology and any two of the following Elective subjects: Physics, Chemistry and Elective Mathematics.

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY EDUCATION

B.SC. CHEMISTRY EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Elective Chemistry and any two of the following Elective subjects: Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Elective Mathematics.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION EDUCATION

B.SC. HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three of the following Elective subjects: Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Elective Mathematics.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND SPORTS

Physical Education and Sports Coaching applicants should not be more than forty (40) and fifty (50) years old respectively.

B.SC. PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three relevant Elective subjects.
Applicants would be required to pass a departmental practical interview.

**B.Sc. Sports Coaching (Session: Full-time)**
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three relevant Elective subjects.
3. Applicants would be required to pass a departmental practical interview.

**Diploma in Sports Coaching (Session: Full-time)**
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three relevant Elective subjects. Applicants would be required to pass a departmental practical interview.

**Department of Home Economics Education**

**B.Sc. Home Economics Education (Session: Full-time)**
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects.

1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three of the following Elective subjects: Management in Living, Clothing and Textiles, Food and Nutrition, General Knowledge in Art, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Economics.

**Department of Integrated Science Education**

**B.Sc. Integrated Science Education (Session: Full-time)**
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in the following Elective subjects: Chemistry, Physics and Biology/General Agriculture

**Department of Information and Communication Technology Education**

**B.Sc. Information and Communication Technology Education (Session: Full-Time)**
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

B.SC. MATHEMATICS EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Elective Mathematics and any two of the following Elective subjects: Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Cost Accounting, Financial Accounting, Business Management.

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS EDUCATION

B.SC. PHYSICS EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Elective Physics and any two of the following Elective subjects: Biology, Chemistry and Elective Mathematics.
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS EDUCATION

B.A. ECONOMICS EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)

1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Elective Economics, and two other relevant Elective subjects, including at least one of the following: Geography, Government, History. (Credit pass in Elective Mathematics and Grade C4 or better in Economics and/or Core Mathematics will be an advantage)

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY EDUCATION

B.A. GEOGRAPHY EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)

1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Elective Geography, and two other relevant Elective subjects, including at least one of the following: Economics, Government, History. (Grade B3 or better in Geography will be an advantage)

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY EDUCATION

B.A. HISTORY EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)

1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects including two of the following: History, Government, Geography, Economics,

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE EDUCATION

B.A. POLITICAL SCIENCE EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)

1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects, including two of the following: Government, Geography, Economics, History.
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION

B.A. SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)

1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus

2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three Elective Subjects, including two Social Science subjects: Geography, Economics, History, Government

3. At least B3 (WASSCE) or its equivalent in Social Studies.
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING

B.B.A. ACCOUNTING (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCE

B.B.A. HUMAN RESOURCE (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects.

DEPARTMENT OF BANKING AND FINANCE

B.B.A. BANKING AND FINANCE (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus

DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING/PROCUREMENT/PURCHASING AND SUPPLY

B.B.A. MARKETING (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective Subjects.

B.B.A. PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective Subjects.
DEPARTMENT OF ART EDUCATION

B.A. ART EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in General Knowledge in Art, and two other Visual Art Elective subjects.

B.A. TEXTILE DESIGN AND FASHION STUDIES EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Textiles/Leatherwork, and two other Visual Art Elective subjects.

DIPLOMA IN ART EDUCATION (Session: Sandwich)
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in General Knowledge in Art, and two other Visual Arts Elective subjects.

DEPARTMENT OF GRAPHIC DESIGN

B.A. GRAPHIC DESIGN (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Graphic Design, and two other Visual Arts Elective subjects.

DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC DESIGN (Session: Full-time)
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Graphic Design, and two other Visual Arts Elective subjects.
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC EDUCATION

B.A. MUSIC EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects. A Credit pass in Music will be an advantage.

BACHELOR OF MUSIC (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects. A Credit pass in Music will be an advantage.

DIPLOMA IN MUSIC (Session: Sandwich)
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects. A Credit pass in Music will be an advantage.

CERTIFICATE IN MUSIC (Session: Sandwich)
At least a pass in Core English at WASSCE/SSSCE.

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE ARTS

B.A. THEATRE ARTS (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects. A Credit pass in Literature in English will be an advantage.

DIPLOMA IN THEATRE ARTS (Session: Full-time)
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects. A Credit pass in Literature in English will be an advantage.
DEPARTMENT OF BASIC EDUCATION

B.ED. BASIC EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects.

POST DIPLOMA B. ED. BASIC EDUCATION (Session: Full-time/Sandwich)
A Diploma in Basic Education from an accredited College of Education.

DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION (Session: Sandwich)
A Bachelor’s degree, Higher National Diploma, Diploma or Advanced Craft Certificate obtained from an accredited Tertiary Institution.
Persons with higher qualifications may apply.

DEPARTMENT OF EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE AND DEVELOPMENT

B.ED. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects.

POST DIPLOMA B. ED. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (Session: Full-time/Sandwich)
Diploma in Early Childhood Education or an equivalent qualification from an accredited Institution.

DIPLOMA IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (Session: Sandwich)
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects Or
2. Certificate in Pre-School Education from an accredited institution/Teacher’s Certificate A.
CERTIFICATE IN PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION (Session: Sandwich)
At least WASSCE/SSSCE Certificate with a pass in English.
People with special and/or higher qualification can apply.

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

B.ED. SPECIAL EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects.

Note: Successful applicants would study a second (teaching) programme. Applicants should therefore satisfy the requirements of a second programme of their choice.

B.ED. COMMUNITY BASED REHABILITATION & DISABILITY STUDIES (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects.

POST DIPLOMA B.ED. COMMUNITY-BASED REHABILITATION & DISABILITY STUDIES (Session: Full-time)
Diploma in Social Work, Special Education, Nursing, Teaching, Agriculture, Guidance and Counselling, Physiotherapy or Occupational Therapy, Community Development, Early Childhood Care & Development or Professional Programme for Rehabilitation of Persons with Disabilities.

DIPLOMA IN COMMUNITY-BASED REHABILITATION & DISABILITY STUDIES (Session: Full-time)
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects. Or
2. Certificate in Teacher Education, Social Work, Agriculture, Community Development and Health related studies. (Applicants may be required to pass a selection interview).

DIPLOMA IN SIGN LANGUAGE (Session: Sandwich)
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects. Or
2. Teacher’s Certificate, or National Vocational Training Institute (NVTI) Certificate. People with higher qualification can apply.

CERTIFICATE IN SIGN LANGUAGE (Session: Sandwich)
Interest and willingness to learn to communicate with the Deaf in Sign Language.
Ability to read and write English Language and/or speak any Akan or Ewe language will be an advantage.

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION

POST DIPLOMA B.ED. GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING
(Session: Full-time/Sandwich)
Diploma in Basic Education or Higher National Diploma or an equivalent qualification from a recognized Tertiary Institution.
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH EDUCATION

B.A. ENGLISH EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Literature in English, and two other relevant Elective subjects.

DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH EDUCATION

B.A. FRENCH EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in French, and two other relevant Elective subjects.

DIPLOMA IN FRENCH EDUCATION (Session: Sandwich)
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in French, and two other relevant Elective subjects.

CERTIFICATE IN FRENCH EDUCATION (Session: Sandwich)
GCE/SSSCE/WASSCE certificate with a pass in French.
People with special and/or higher qualification can apply.

DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED LINGUISTICS

B.A. LINGUISTICS EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three Elective General Arts subjects, including a relevant Language that applicant wants to combine with Linguistics.
DEPARTMENT OF AKAN/NZEMA EDUCATION

B.A. FANTE/TWI/NZEMA EDUCATION
(Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Fante/Twi/Nzema, and two other Elective subjects.

DEPARTMENT OF EWE EDUCATION

B.A. EWE EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Ewe, and two other Elective subjects.

DEPARTMENT OF GA/DANGME EDUCATION

B.A. GA/DANGME EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Ga/Dangme, and two other Elective subjects.

DEPARTMENT OF GUR/GONJA EDUCATION

B. A. Dagaare /Dagbani /Gonja/ Gurune/Kasem/Kusaal EDUCATION
(Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in a Northern Language, and two other Elective subjects.
FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE EDUCATION (MAMPONG)

B.Sc. AGRICULTURE EDUCATION
(Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Chemistry, and two of the following other Elective subjects: General Agriculture, Physics, Biology, Elective Mathematics, Animal Husbandry or Horticulture or Forestry.

DEPARTMENT OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

B.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
(Session: Full-time)
1. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects.

DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION (Session: Sandwich)
A Bachelor’s degree, Higher National Diploma, Diploma or Advanced Craft Certificate obtained from an accredited Tertiary Institution. Persons with higher qualifications may apply.
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SANITATION EDUCATION

B.SC. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SANITATION EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)

1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus

2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three of the following Elective subjects: Chemistry, General Agriculture, Biology, Physics, Elective Mathematics, Food and Nutrition, Animal Husbandry/Crop Husbandry/Fisheries.

DIPLOMA IN ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SANITATION EDUCATION (Session: Sandwich)

1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three of the following Elective subjects: Chemistry, General Agriculture, Biology, Physics, Elective Mathematics, Food and Nutrition, Animal Husbandry/Crop Husbandry/Fisheries. OR

2. The Royal Society of Health Certificate or its equivalent, Health Assistant/Technician Certificate, State Registered Nurse or Community Health Nurse Certificate, Teachers Certificate 'A' or a Certificate from the School of Hygiene People with higher qualifications can apply

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE EDUCATION

B.SC. INTEGRATED SCIENCE EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)

1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus

2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three of the following Elective subjects: Chemistry, General Agriculture, Biology, Physics, and Elective Mathematics.
B.SC. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Biology and any two of the following Elective subjects: Chemistry, General Agriculture, Physics and Elective Mathematics.

B.SC. CHEMISTRY EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Chemistry and any two of the following Elective subjects: Physics, Elective Mathematics, Biology/General Agriculture.
FACULTY OF BUSINESS EDUCATION
(KUMASI)

DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING EDUCATION

B.SC. ACCOUNTING EDUCATION
(Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three of the following Elective subjects: Financial Accounting, Business Management, Economics, Cost Accounting, and Elective Mathematics.

B.SC. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(Accounting Option)
(Session: Part-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three of the following Elective subjects: Accounting, Business Management, Economics, Costing, and Elective Mathematics.

B.SC. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(Banking & Finance Option)
(Session: Part-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three of the following Elective subjects: Accounting, Business Management, Economics, Costing, Government and Elective Mathematics.

B.SC. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(Business Information System Option)
(Session: Part-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three of the following Elective subjects: Accounting, Business Management, Economics, Costing, Government and Elective Mathematics.
B.SC. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION  
(PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT OPTION)  
(Session: Part-time)  
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus  

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT EDUCATION

B.SC. MANAGEMENT EDUCATION  
(Session: Full-time)  
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus  
2. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three of the following Elective subjects: Accounting, Business Management, Economics, Costing, Government and Elective Mathematics.

B.BA SECRETARIAL EDUCATION  
(Session: Full-time)  
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus  

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (BBA)  
OPTION: EXECUTIVE OFFICE ADMINISTRATION  
(Session: Part-time)  
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus  

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (BBA)  
OPTION: MANAGEMENT  
(Session: Part-time)  
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language,
Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus

**B.SC. MARKETING (Session: Part-time)**

1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus

DEPARTMENT OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION (Session: Sandwich)

University Degree, Higher National Diploma or its equivalent in Engineering, Building and Construction, Business Studies, Agriculture, Nursing, etc. OR Advanced/Final City and Guilds Certificate in a trade subject. OR Minimum of three passes in Royal Society of Arts/Ghana Commercial Examinations stage III in approved business subjects. OR Certificate from a Farm Institute with considerable work experience.

DEPARTMENT OF LANGUAGES

B.A. ARABIC EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Arabic and any two relevant Elective subjects.

B.A. ENGLISH EDUCATION (Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Literature in English, and any two relevant Elective subjects.
DEPARTMENT OF CONSTRUCTION AND WOOD TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

B.Sc. Construction Technology Education
(Session: Full-time/Distance)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three of the following Elective subjects: Chemistry, Physics, Elective Mathematics, Building Construction, and Technical Drawing.

B.Sc. Wood Technology Education
(Session: Full-time/Distance)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three of the following Elective subjects: Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Elective Mathematics, Woodwork, Technical Drawing, and Building Construction.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

B.Sc. Mechanical & Automotive Technology Education
(Session: Full-time/Distance)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus

B.Sc. Electrical/Electronics Technology Education
(Session: Full-time/Distance)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three of the following Elective subjects: Automotive Mechanics, Elective Mathematics, Engineering Science, Chemistry, Physics,
Technical Drawing, Applied Electricity, Metal Work, Welding, and Electronics.

DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

B.SC. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

(Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects.

B.SC. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

(Session: Full-time/Part-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects.

B.SC. MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

(Session: Full-time)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Elective Mathematics and any two of the following Elective subjects: Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Cost Accounting, Financial Accounting, Business Management.
DEPARTMENT OF FASHION DESIGN AND TEXTILES EDUCATION

B.Sc. Fashion Design and Textiles Education
(Session: Full-time/Distance)

1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus

2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Clothing & Textiles or Textiles, and any two of the following other Elective subjects: Management in Living, General Knowledge in Art, Graphic Design, Economics, Leather Work, Sculpture, Ceramics, Painting and Jewellery.

DEPARTMENT OF HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM EDUCATION

B.Sc. Catering and Hospitality Education
(Session: Full-time/Distance)

1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus

2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Elective subjects, including Food and Nutrition and any two (2) of the following: Management in Living, Textiles, Clothing and Textiles, General Knowledge in Art, Chemistry, Economics, Biology, and General Agriculture.
Study Centres: Kumasi (Two Centres), Asante-Mampong, Ejisu, Obuasi, Offinso, Atebubu, Bechem, Sunyani, Techiman, Assin Fosu, Cape Coast, Winneba, Asamankese, Koforidua, Nkawkaw, Odumasi-Krobo, Accra (Three Centres), Tema, Tamale (Two Centres), Yendi, Navrongo, Pusiga, Wa, Dambai, Denu, Ho, Hohoe Sogakope, Axim, Enchi, Sekondi, Sefwi-Wiawso, Tarkwa.

EDUCATION PROGRAMMES

B.ED. BASIC EDUCATION (FOUR YEARS BY DISTANCE)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects.

B.ED. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (FOUR YEARS BY DISTANCE)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects.

POST-DIPLOMA B.ED. BASIC EDUCATION (TWO YEARS BY DISTANCE)
Diploma in Basic Education from UEW or any recognized Institution. OR Teacher’s Diploma in Basic Education from the Colleges of Education in Ghana.

POST-DIPLOMA B.ED. BASIC EDUCATION (THREE YEARS BY DISTANCE)
Diploma in subjects other than Education, from a recognized Tertiary Institution.

POST-DIPLOMA B.ED. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (TWO YEARS BY DISTANCE)
Diploma in Early Childhood Education from UEW or any recognized Institution. OR Teacher's Diploma awarded by the Colleges of Education in Ghana.

DIPLOMA IN BASIC EDUCATION (THREE YEARS BY DISTANCE)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any two Elective subjects.

DIPLOMA IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (THREE YEARS BY DISTANCE)
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language,
Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in any three Elective subjects OR
2. Certificate in Pre-School Education from UEW or any other accredited Tertiary Institution

DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION (ONE YEAR BY DISTANCE)
Bachelor’s degree in any relevant field of study, Tertiary Diploma/Higher National Diploma in Engineering, Building and Construction, Nursing, Agriculture, etc., or Advanced/Part III Certificate in a Trade subject.

ENGLISH, MATHEMATICS AND SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAMMES

B.A. ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDUCATION (FOUR YEARS BY DISTANCE)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Elective Mathematics and any other two Elective subjects.

B.SC. MATHEMATICS EDUCATION (FOUR YEARS BY DISTANCE)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in Elective Mathematics and any other two Elective subjects.

B.A. SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION (FOUR YEARS BY DISTANCE)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three Elective subjects, including two of the following: Geography, Economics, History, Government, and Christian/Islamic Religious Studies.

ACCOUNTING/MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMES

B.B.A. IN ACCOUNTING STUDIES (FOUR YEARS BY DISTANCE)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
B.B. A. IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (FOUR YEARS BY DISTANCE)
1. Credit Passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus

POST-DIPLOMA B.B.A. IN ACCOUNTING STUDIES (TWO YEARS BY DISTANCE)
Diploma in Accounting Studies from UEW or any recognized Institution. OR Higher National Diploma in Accountancy with 2nd Class Lower or better.

DIPLOMA IN ACCOUNTING STUDIES (THREE YEARS BY DISTANCE)
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects.

POST-DIPLOMA B.B.A. IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (TWO YEARS BY DISTANCE)
Diploma in Management Studies from UEW or any recognized Institution. OR Higher National Diploma (HND) or its equivalent in Human Resource Management, Secretaryship and Management, Accountancy, Marketing, Purchasing and Supply, or any Tertiary Diploma in a relevant area with 2nd Class Lower or better.

DIPLOMA IN MANAGEMENT STUDIES (THREE YEARS BY DISTANCE)
1. Passes (WASSCE A1-D7 or SSSCE A-D) in three (3) Core Subjects: English Language, Mathematics and Integrated Science/Social Studies; plus
2. Credit passes (WASSCE A1-C6 or SSSCE A-D) in three relevant Elective subjects. Holders of Private Secretary Certificates can apply.
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

POSTGRADUATE DEGREE AND
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES

WINNEBA CAMPUS

FACULTY OF FOREIGN
LANGUAGES EDUCATION
AND COMMUNICATION

DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED
LINGUISTICS
» PhD -Applied Linguistics (Regular),
» M Phil -Applied Linguistics (Regular),
» M Ed -Teaching English as a Second Language (Sandwich)

DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH
EDUCATION
» PhD. French (Regular)
» M Phil. French (Regular)
» M.Ed. French (Sandwich)
» MA. French Translation (Sandwich)

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
EDUCATION
» M Phil-English (Regular)
» M A-English (Sandwich)

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION
AND MEDIA STUDIES
» M Phil/M A - Communication and Media Studies (Regular)

FACULTY OF
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL
EDUCATION
» Ph.D-Special Education (Regular)
» M.Phil-Special Education (Regular)
» M.Phil -Assessment in Special Education (Regular)
» M Ed-Special Education (Sandwich)
» M. Ed - Assessment in Special Education (Sandwich)
» Postgraduate Diploma in Educational Audiology-PGDEA (Sandwich)
» Postgraduate Diploma in Sign Language-PGDSL (Sandwich)
» Postgraduate Diploma in Braille-PGDB (Sandwich)

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
AND EDUCATION
» Ph. D-Guidance and Counseling (Regular),
» M.Phil-Guidance and Counseling (Regular),
» M Ed - Guidance and Counseling (Sandwich),
» M.Ed - School Supervision (Sandwich),
» Postgraduate Diploma in Education (Sandwich).
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT
» M Phil - Educational Administration & Management (Regular),
» M.Ed - Educational Administration & Management (Sandwich).

DEPARTMENT OF BASIC EDUCATION
» M Phil - Basic Education (Regular)

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES EDUCATION
» PhD - Social Studies (Regular)
» Ed.D - Social Studies (Regular)
» M Phil - Social Studies (Regular)
» M. Phil - Human Rights (Regular)
» M Ed.- Social Studies (Sandwich)
» M.A.- Human Rights (Sandwich)
» Executive Masters in Conflicts, Human Rights & Peace Studies (Regular)

SCHOOL OF CREATIVE ARTS
» PhD-Arts and Culture (Regular)
» M Phil- Arts and Culture (Regular)
» M A - Arts and Culture (Sandwich)

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC EDUCATION
» M Phil - Music Education/Composition (Regular)
» M A- Music Education/Composition (Sandwich)

FACULTY OF SCIENCE EDUCATION
» PhD Science Education (Regular)
» M Phil. Science Education (Regular)
» M Ed. Science (Sandwich)
» M. Phil Chemistry Education

DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
» M Phil - Home Economics (Regular)
» M Ed - Home Economics (Sandwich)

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
» M Phil- Mathematics Education (Regular)
» M Ed - Mathematics (Sandwich)

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND SPORTS (HPERS)
» M Phil- Physical Education (Regular)
» M.Ed - Physical Education (Sandwich)

INSTITUTE FOR DISTANCE AND E-LEARNING
» Postgraduate Diploma in Teaching & Learning in Higher Education-PGDTLHE (Regular)
» M. Ed. English (Distance)
» M. Ed. Mathematics (Distance)
» M. Ed. Mentorship (Distance)
» M. Ed. Science (Distance)
» Postgraduate Diploma in Education (Distance).
AJUMAKO CAMPUS

FACULTY OF GHANAIAN LANGUAGES EDUCATION

» M Phil-Ghanaian Language Studies (Regular)
» M.A- Ghanaian Language Studies (Sandwich)

KUMASI CAMPUS

FACULTY OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

» M. Tech. Catering and Hospitality Management (Sandwich)
» M. Tech. Fashion Design and Textiles (Sandwich).

FACULTY OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION

» Ph.D/D.Tech -Wood Science and Technology (Regular)
» M.Phil-Wood Science and Technology (Regular)
» MPhil-Construction Technology (Regular)
» M.Tech.-Electricals (Sandwich)
» M.Tech.-Mechanical (Sandwich)
» M.Tech -Wood (Sandwich)
» M.Tech-Construction (Sandwich)

FACULTY OF EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION SCIENCES

» PhD/Ed.D -Educational Leadership (Regular),
» M Phil - Educational Leadership (Regular),
» MA -Educational Leadership (Sandwich).

FACULTY OF BUSINESS EDUCATION

» MBA - Accounting (Part-time)
» MBA -Finance (Part-time)
» MBA –Marketing (Part-time)
### MAMPONG CAMPUS

#### FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE EDUCATION
- PhD Animal Science (Regular)
- PhD Crop/Soil Science (Regular)
- M Phil -Animal Science (Regular)
- M Phil -Crop/Soil Science (Regular)
- M.Ed. Agriculture (Sandwich)

#### FACULTY OF SCIENCE EDUCATION
- M. Phil Chemistry Education (Regular)
- M.Sc. Environmental and Occupational Health Education (Sandwich)
A. PH.D PROGRAMMES
1. A researched Master’s Degree in the relevant field of study from an accredited University, with a Cumulative Grade Point Average of 3.0 in the courses offered, and at least Grade B in the dissertation.
2. Applicant should submit a proposal, defining the specific area of interest, brief description of any previous study conducted on the subject and justification for the study. (Not more than four pages).

B. M.PHIL PROGRAMMES
1. A good Bachelor’s Degree in a relevant field of study with Education component, or with a Diploma in Education, from an accredited University. (Some Masters degree programmes, e.g. Human Rights, Communication and Media Studies, only require a Bachelor’s degree in a relevant field of study).
2. M.Ed or equivalent qualification with relevant course content. Such applicant may be required to do the M.Phil programme within one year.

C. M.ED./ M.SC./ M.TECH./ M.A PROGRAMMES
1. A good Bachelor’s Degree in a relevant field of study with Education component, or with a Diploma in Education, from an accredited University. (Some Master’s degree programmes, e.g. Human Rights, Communication & Media Studies, only require a Bachelor’s degree in a relevant field of study).
2. Applicants may be required to pass an interview.

C. MBA PROGRAMMES
1. A good Bachelor’s Degree in a relevant field of study from an accredited University.
2. Professionally qualified Accountants, who are members of Accountancy bodies constituting the International Federation of Accounts (IFAC), with relevant experience can apply for MBA in Accounting or Finance.

E. POST-GRADUATE DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES
Applicant should possess a first Degree in any field of study from a recognized institution to qualify for the following Post-Graduate Diploma programmes: PGDE, PGDB, and PGDSL. PGDEA applicants must have a good first degree in the Sciences, Nursing, Psychology, or Special Education. PGDTLHE applicants should possess a Master’s or Doctorate degree and should be Lecturers from Tertiary Institutions.
DURATION OF POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES

a. Full-time Ph.D Programmes take a minimum of three years, and part time programmes take four years.
b. Unless otherwise stated, the duration for Master of Philosophy Degree Programmes (Full-Time) is two (2) calendar years.
c. M Ed, M.A and Post Graduate Diploma Programmes by Sandwich are organized in two sessions during long vacations (July - August) and each session lasts for eight (8) weeks.
d. M.Ed and Post-Graduate Diploma programmes by Distance take one calendar year.
e. The duration for MBA programmes that are run on part-time basis is two calendar years.
f. MA in Communication and Media Studies (Regular) takes twelve calendar months.

REFEREES REPORTS

Three referees’ reports (for applicants for Postgraduate programmes) should be submitted directly by the Referees to the Campus where the programme is offered:

The Dean, School of Graduate Studies, UEW, P. O. Box 25, Winneba. Or
The Asst. Registrar, Office of Graduate Studies, COLTEK, UEW, Kumasi. Or
The Asst. Registrar, Academic Affairs, CAGRIC, UEW, Mampong-Ashanti.
1. There are three application options: Post-Diploma, Direct and Mature. Obtain an appropriate Application Voucher from any of the following Banks/Sources: GCB Bank, HFC Bank, Agric. Development Bank (ADB), Zenith Bank, Unibank, Fidelity Bank, and VISA Credit/Debit Card. International Students should use VISA card.

2. Visit the University’s website at www.uew.edu.gh. Click on Admissions, and select Apply Online >>>. Log in with your Voucher Serial Number and PIN.

3. Choose an appropriate application form and complete it. Complete the personal data section and proceed to the Results and Programme Selection sections. Upload all relevant attachments.

4. Check the declaration and submit. (Before you submit the application ensure that the information provided, especially names, postal address, choice of programme, etc., are correct because after submitting the application no corrections can be made).

5. Print a copy of your completed application form for reference purposes.
AWAITING RESULTS

Applicants whose WAEC examination results are not ready at the time of filling the application can indicate ‘Awaiting Results’ in the WAEC Examination Results Section and submit the application. This applies to persons whose results will be ready before September, 2018. The University will obtain the results when ready and give admission to qualified applicants.

Note the following:
» All applications must be filled and submitted on-line.
» Upload a passport picture and remember to attach scanned copies of your School/University Certificate(s), Result Slip(s)/Transcript of Academic Record and any other relevant supporting document(s) to the online application. Mature Applicants must also attach a Birth Certificate, SSNIT Identification Card, or a National Identification Card
» Make sure your name is correctly spelt and correctly arranged. Changes in name after submission of application and admission are not allowed.
» Change of programme after the deadline for submitting applications is not allowed.
» Make sure you use your own active e-mail address and mobile phone number. You will be updated on the progress of your application/admission through these channels.

» All certificates and results other than those from the West African Examinations Council, the Universities and Polytechnics in Ghana and Institutions accredited by the National Accreditation Board should be cleared with the National Accreditation Board and the evaluation reports submitted to the University. You can call 0302-518630 for assistance.

CUT OFF POINTS

Notwithstanding the basic entry requirements, there are cut off points for admission into various departments based on merit. A fee-paying facility is however available to applicants who do not meet the Competitive Selection Cut-Offs but satisfy the minimum University Requirements.

ADMISSION LETTERS

Only successful applicants receive admission letters. Applicants for Sandwich programmes usually receive their letters in April/May, and Full-Time and Part-Time applicants usually get their letters in June/July.

FEES

Fees for various programmes are published at the website. www.uew.edu.gh
COST OF ONLINE APPLICATION FORMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Direct/Post-Diploma</td>
<td>GHS200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Mature</td>
<td>GHS300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>GHS250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Applicants</td>
<td>US$100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLOSING DATES FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION FORMS

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES

- Mature Applicants (Sandwich & Regular) - 30th March, 2018
- Direct/Post-Diploma Applicants (Sandwich/Regular) - 31st May, 2018
- Mature Applicants (Distance) - 30th April, 2018
- Direct/Post-Diploma Applicants (Distance) - 30th June, 2018

POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES

- Applicants for Sandwich programmes - 30th March, 2018
- Regular/Part-Time/Distance Programmes - 31st May, 2018

ENQUIRIES

Please direct all enquiries on University of Education to:
The Registrar
University of Education, Winneba,
P. O. Box 25,
Winneba, Ghana.

CALL ADMISSIONS OFFICE:

Winneba: 0303965981 or 0501434046
Kumasi: 030322053617 or +233 (0) 322053617
Mampong: +233 (0) 202041117
Distance Programmes: 0207381668
Postgraduate Programmes: +233 (0) 202041133

Visit our website www.uew.edu.gh
for details on academic programmes.
WINNEBA CAMPUS
P.O. Box 25, Winneba, Ghana
Reception (03323) 22139 / 22140

KUMASI CAMPUS
College of Technology Education
P.O. Box 1277, Kumasi, Ghana
Reception (03220) 50331 / 53616

ASANTE-MAMPPONG CAMPUS
College of Agriculture Education
P.O. Box 40, Asante-Mampong, Ghana
Reception (03323) 22232 / 22251

AJUMAko CAMPUS
College of Languages Education
P.O. Box 72, Ajumako, Ghana
Tel: (03323) 93774

CALL ADMISSIONS OFFICE:
Winneba: 0303965981 or 0501434046
Kumasi: 030322053617 or +233 (0) 322053617
Mampong: +233 (0) 202041117
Distance Programmes: 0207381668
Postgraduate Programmes: +233 (0) 202041133

Visit our website www.uew.edu.gh for details on academic programmes.